In this paper we will discuss an assessment of the Lushnja aquifer by the measurements of the environmental isotopes, oxygen-18 and deuterium. The isotopic ratios of oxygen and hydrogen in water are unique and often considered as “fingerprints”, thus due to different proportions of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes that constitutes water. The stable isotopes ratios ²H and ¹⁸O in water samples are reported in permil (‰) relative to VSMOW2.

The study area is situated in west Albania and includes the city of Lushnja and its surroundings, covering an area of 256 km². The area is bounded in north by Shkumbin River, east from the hills of Thanasaj - Lushnje - Karbunarë – Kosovë e Madhe; south from Seman River and west from the Divjake-Ardenicë hills

• During a sampling campaign in 2009 were collected 50 water samples for isotopic ratios of deuterium and oxygen-18 measurements. The samples were collected from rain water and deep groundwater at various depth and location. The samples were collected and stored in 50 ml polyethylene bottles, double capped and no chemicals were added to them.

• The 55 water samples were analyzed for δ¹⁸O and δ²H at the laboratory of stable isotopes at the Institute of Applied Nuclear Physics in Tirana by an water analyzer LWIA, model DLT-100 upgraded version.
• Determinations of both hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios are measured on the same bottle of water.

The measured stable isotopes ratios range from -7.11‰ to -4.37‰ for δ¹⁸O and for δ²H vary from -48.00‰ to 28.79‰.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral values</th>
<th>δ¹⁸O(‰)</th>
<th>δ²H(‰)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mineral values</td>
<td>-48.00</td>
<td>-7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral values</td>
<td>-28.79</td>
<td>-4.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aquifer of Lushnja is a complex coastal aquifer. Studying the isotopic composition of its groundwater sample, it is possible to detect four different recharge sources: fresh water from rain falls, fresh water from the two boundary rivers (Shkumbin and Seman) (mixing waters), it is possible seawater intrusion from the Adriatic Sea and also, is noticeable the presence of palaewater which might be originated from the ancient riverbed of Seman river.

The study of aquifer in the area of Lushnja could not be accomplished without the help of many colleagues. A special thanks goes to the colleagues of the Albanian Geological Survey who collected the samples.
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